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where a, &, c, 0 and A are given finite functions of ft, 0, but not of p, while p is a given function of m, the function Ym is not now a Laplace's function, but the equation                               (p-p')^YmYnAd/,d^o' .............................. (5)
will in certain cases be true. This may be proved by the same reasoning as before. The unintegrated parts cancel and the integrated" parts vanish provided (1) b and e are zero when ju= ±1, (2) Ym, Yn and their differential coefficients with regard to /* and 0 are finite one-valued functions of JK, 0. Other cases in which the integrated parts are zero will suggest themselves to the reader and need not be particularised here.
We may also extend the theorem to the case in which the integration is effected only over the area within some closed curve drawn on the sphere, provided Ym , Yn
are such that =.— ~~ = =- -r-2 ,   ^~ -rj*1 = TT -~ at all points of the boundary. j.m a/x       xn a,/x,      Jim a<p      xn aq>
For example, the equation (5) is true if Ym and Yn vanish at all points of the boundary.
The equation (5) is also true if both Ym and Yn satisfy the condition
at all points of the boundary, where \f/ is the angle the arc 6 makes with the elementary arc of the boundary and X is an arbitrary function of 0, 0 but not of m or 7i. When Z> = 1/c = 1 - X"1 and tf = 0, X=0, this implies that the space variation of Y perpendicular to the boundary is zero.
NOTE I, Art. 329. Magnetic sphere. The expression in the text for the potential applies obviously to an external point. At an internal point, the potential, by the same rule, is equal to $7rlrcos0. This also follows at once from the result given in the next article for an ellipsoid. The force due to a uniformly magnetised solid sphere at an internal point P is therefore - -Jrl. The direction, when taken positively, is opposite to the direction of magnetisation, and tends to demagnetise the body.
NOTE K, Art. 342. Magnetic forces. Kelvin, when speaking of the two definitions of resultant force in a crevas.se (1) tangential and (2) perpendicular to the lines of magnetisation, sometimes calls the former "the polar definition" and the latter "the electromagnetic definition" (Reprint <fcc. Art. 517). This latter force is called "the magnetic induction " by Maxwell and this phrase has been generally adopted in the text. A slight modification has however been made in Art. 342 and on a few other occasions when the change seemed to make the meaning of the context clearer. Maxwell's phrase is not entirely unobjectionable and it is much to be desired that some short term could be generally agreed to.
NOTE L, Art. 345. The magnetic induction. At a point outside a magnetic body the magnetic force and the magnetic induction are the same. It follows that their components satisfy Laplace's equation, and we have
**+*r+^-o    ^1+^5+^=0 ......     a).
dx* dy+ dz      '         dx + dy * dz     " .................. <• '
At a point inside a magnetic body, we have by substitution (Art. 345)
«1 + ^+f1 dx      dy       dz

